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Unless otherwise instructed, test reworks will be graded using the following rubric. 
 

Credit Guidelines 

full 
correct answer: 
 thorough, detailed, correct response using only our course materials as 
 presented; maybe one minor science content error 

half 

correct answer: 
 diagnosis and/or generalization has major ideas present, but somewhat 
 abbreviated or incomplete; more than half the science content correct 
 OR 
 diagnosis and/or generalization is correct but only halfway complete 

none 

correct answer: 
 did not follow instructions for proper diagnosis and generalization, e.g. 
 diagnosis does not attempt to explain what you originally did, what you were 
 originally thinking, how you arrived at the original answer, etc. and/or 
 generalization does not attempt to broaden the scope to the larger 
 conceptual understanding and remains focused only on that specific 
 question, situation, etc. 
 OR 
 generalization has major errors in the science content 
 OR 
 either the diagnosis or the generalization contains variations of “you said”, “I 
 looked it up”, “on page...it says”, “I know/remember”, etc. 
 OR 
 unreadable or incoherent diagnosis and/or generalization 
 OR 
 no meaningful attempt at diagnosis and/or generalization 
OR 
incorrect answer: 
 may or may not have attempted a diagnosis or generalization 
OR 
no meaningful attempt worthy of grading 
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If test reworks are eligible for bonus homework points, the scoring is as follows. 
 

Points Guidelines 

4 
correct answer: 
 thorough, detailed, correct response using only our course materials as 
 presented; maybe one minor science content error 

3 
correct answer: 
 diagnosis and/or generalization has major ideas present, but somewhat 
 abbreviated or incomplete; more than half the science content correct 

2 

correct answer: 
 diagnosis and/or generalization is correct but only halfway complete 
 OR 
 generalization has major errors in the science content 

1 

correct answer: 
 did not follow instructions for proper diagnosis and generalization, e.g. 
 diagnosis does not attempt to explain what you originally did, what you were 
 originally thinking, how you arrived at the original answer, etc. and/or 
 generalization does not attempt to broaden the scope to the larger 
 conceptual understanding and remains focused only on that specific 
 question, situation, etc. 
 OR 
 either the diagnosis or the generalization contains variations of “you said”, “I 
 looked it up”, “on page...it says”, “I know/remember”, etc. 
 OR 
 unreadable or incoherent diagnosis and/or generalization 

0 

correct answer: 
 no meaningful attempt at diagnosis and/or generalization 
OR 
incorrect answer: 
 may or may not have attempted a diagnosis or generalization 
OR 
no meaningful attempt worthy of grading 
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